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American Cyber Partners with InfoReliance on NETCOM Contract
CLIFTON, VA – (April 2017) American Cyber, teaming with InfoReliance, scored another win
under the NETCOM HBSSaaS Contract. American Cyber will provide its expertise to
InfoReliance, the prime on this contract.
American Cyber will aid NETCOM HBSSaaS in monitoring, detecting, and countering attacks
against DoD networks. As a leading small company, American Cyber’s expansion into
NETCOM HBSSaaS will further enhance its reputation as an excellent and outstanding service
provider for the DoD.
“Netcom HBSSaaS provides next generation endpoint management and security across the
Army enterprise while transitioning ownership, sustainment, technical refresh, configuration,
provisioning, and operation and maintenance of HBSS hardware and software to an industrymanaged service model,” explains Gary Winkler, American Cyber President. “We are excited to
share our skills and talented team in this effort.”

About American Cyber, Inc.
American Cyber, Inc. specializes in C4ISR and Cyber solutions and services for the
Government, including lead roles in transformational initiatives supporting National Security
missions. Their integrated technology solutions are based upon knowledge of requirements and
technologies as well as a unique insight into the needs and processes of the U.S. Government
and Department of Defense. For more information, please visit:
http://www.americancyber.com/
About InfoReliance
InfoReliance Corporation is a specialized information technology (IT) consulting firm whose
serves customers across the Federal Government, health care, and private industry. Our core
competencies are in the areas of cybersecurity, software engineering, and cloud computing. Our
mission is to solve our customer's complex business problems and provide them with optimal
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and sustainable business value. InfoReliance accomplishes these things by leveraging our
corporate expertise in the development of world-class software and in the design and
implementation of the supporting IT infrastructure and information security. Headquartered in
Fairfax, Virginia, InfoReliance is a privately-held business founded in 2000. For more
information, visit www.inforeliance.com.
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